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B85 parts: change in chip programming 
 

B85 parts: change in chip programming 
 
 
Brady is changing the way B85 parts are programmed for use on the BBP85 Sign and Label Printer. 
The consumables with new chips will ship out from July 2017 onwards. For efficient stock 
management, the new parts can be identified by the yellow label on the packaging and the cartridge. 
 
Customer experience with the new B85 parts will not change, and the price of the parts as well as their 
order references and article numbers remain the same. This change is a pure manufacturing change to 
standardise the smart cell database and programming for B85 parts. 
 
The current B85 parts (that carry a white label on the package and the cartridge) will obviously remain 
compatible with the current BBP85 printers. 
 
 
 
BBP85 Label Printer: Big, bold and better than ever - GET YOUR MESSAGE NOTICED! 
 
The BBP™85 Sign and Label Printer is a thermal transfer 300 dpi benchtop printer to create bold, 
multi-coloured custom visuals up to 254 mm wide. It features a large touchscreen and intuitive, easy to 
use interface, enabling anyone to create signs quickly and easily.  
 
The printer has a broad selection of material options, including vinyl, polyester, reflective, glow-in-the-
dark and pre-printed sign headers. With true “walk up and print” ease of use, users can instantly create 
high quality, multi-coloured eye-catching visuals. 
 

Big Output. Little Fuss 

 Unmistakably large visuals up to 254 mm wide 

 Simple touch-screen interface for stand-alone use, or print from your PC with 
MarkWare™ Software 

 Timesaving label design apps to create pipe markers, safety signs, right-to-know labels, 
and more! 

 
Bold Multi-Colour Printing 

 Print common sign formats even faster using pre-printed sign header supplies 

 Ethernet port for easy printer networking 
 

Best-of-the-Best Materials 

 Huge selection of 101.60 mm wide to 254 mm wide industrial grade outdoor materials 

 Pre-printed sign header supplies for CLP (GHS), arc flash and OSHA or ANSI safety 
signs, which means only one print pass! 

 All materials are uniquely designed with memory cells that communicate information to 
the BBP™85 Sign and Label Printer. 

 
 


